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Function [Catalog Defaults] specifies the MARC bibliographic tag used by a non-serial work to 
specify an alternate item sort. The default tag is 915. When this tag is used in a MARC bib, its 
indicators are the space characters, and the sort value is set in subfield a.  

Non-serial items are sorted in the Search Catalog Details display and when selecting an item in 
any of the Staff Functions. The default item sort is Volume then Issue then Year then Copy. Some 
multiple item works require Year then Volume then Issue then Copy, or Issue then Volume then 
Year then Copy, etc.  

If a bib does not have a value at the CyberTools Item Sort tag, then the sort is Volume then Issue 
then Year then Copy.  

If a bib requires an alternate sort, then this tag's subfield a must contain the four letters V for 
Volume, I for Issue, Y for Year, and C for Copy. The letters need to be in left to right order to 
specify the sort. For example:  

VIYC specifies Volume then Issue then Year then Copy (default);  

 IVYC specifies Issue then Volume then Year then Copy, i.e., 
     915 ## $a IVYC 
 YVIC specifies Year then Volume then Issue then Copy, i.e., 
     915 ## $a YVIC 
 CIVY specifies Copy then Issue then Volume then Year, i.e., 
     915 ## $a CIVY 
 etc.  

Example of Staff Function item selection with a default VIYC sort:

Please notice that Arabic and Roman numbers are normalized.



OPAC Details view of item sort by VIYC:

Example of Staff Function item selection with sort IYCV:

and now the same in the OPAC Details:
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Please notice that the OPAC Details first column's heading displays the sort rules.
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